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Fig. 1 Scheme representation of intra node
variation in topography and land use.
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Abstract
We present a methodology for local bias correction and local validation of climate model simulations against ground
based observation of climate variables. General objective is to fill the gap between the resolution of state of the art RES model
and the resolution required for local impact studies.
In fact, the spatial resolution of RES model is still unsuitable for local scale studies of eco-hydrological processes
mainly due to land use and topography approximation (Fig. 1). Local biases on temperature, net radiation, precipitation, relative
humidity as well as wind fields, require additional post-processing before RCM output can be adopted as a forcing in
ecohydrological process models for local impact studies. The methodology for the local projection of scenarios is based on a
quantile variable correction supported by an incremental assessment using control simulations.
The methodology has been applied for both dynamical (temperature and wind field) and non-dynamical fields (precipitation)
generated by the Regional Earth System Model PROTHEUS (Artale et al. 2009). The developed case studies are in the
regions of Lombardia and Puglia (Italy), respectively with high and low intra-node variability in the land surface fields, using
high frequency point observations as reference data set.

Methodology
In first approximation, large scale processes will force smaller scale ones down to local scale impacts. Figure
2 presents a diagram of models interaction in the downscaling processes from Global Circulation
Models (GCM) to local EcoHydrological Model (EHM), with the intermediate steps between RES and EHM
falling into the dotted ellipse. In this study we consider RES downscaling of the ERA40 reanalysis (Artale et
al. 2009) and of ECHAM5-MPIOM simulations of the 20th century and A1B scenarios (Dell’Aquila et al., in
preparation).
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High intra-node variability for topography and land use (Fig. 3a) : PROTHEUS node 45.89°N, 9.47°E close to lake Como
(Fig. 3b) in region Lombardia (north Italy)
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Low intra-node variability for topography and land use (Fig. 3a): PROTHEUS node 41.56°N, 15.37°E close to lake Occhito
(Fig. 3c) in region Puglia (South east Italy)
Topography intra-node variability is represented by the standard deviation of the elevation adopted in PROTHEUS while land
use intra-node variability has been computed using the ratio of the most representative land use class surface of Corine Land
Cover and the total surface inside the node region of interest.
Temperature, wind speed, and precipitation were considered since they have high interaction with land use and
topography exerting strong impact on EHM. In the RES model physics, temperature and wind speed are a prognostic
dynamical fields and precipitation is a parameterized field. Long term time series of local meteorological stations were
used.
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Fig. 2 Diagram of models interaction in the downscaling processes.

Fig. 3b Node 45.9°N , 9.47°E

In this work, we adopt the variable correction method based on the inverse of the cumulative
distribution cunction (cdf), or quantile function, estimated for both a reference data set and the RES
simulation (Déqué, 2007). The quantile-quantile (q-q) algorithm by comparing the quantiles of the modelled
and observed distributions enables to correct the simulated variable so that the cdf of the post processed
reference is exactly the same as the cdf of the reference. We computed the q-q plot at seasonal time
scale to improve robustness.
Observation data were used as reference (truth), and control simulation as simulation distribution.
The systematic bias of the RES can be filtered out with q-q method though preserving the space-time
dynamics of the GCM projections, and yielding more robust relative interpretation of impacts between past
and future scenarios (Tab. 1).
This method was employed to downscale a climate projection of an RES node to the scale of
measurement stations. We also present an assessment of the predictive capability of the RES at node
scale using control simulation so that model errors were isolated. Comparison with local meteorological
data was extended to the regions of interest (ROI) that intersect the correspondent RES node. We used areaweighted mean values of local meteorological data (AWM) based on the Thiessen polygon method.

Fig. 3a Topography and Land use intra node variability around case studies

Results

Fig. 3c Node 45.9°N , 9.47°E

High intra node variation (Lombardia – north Italy)

Low intra node variation (Puglia – South east Italy)

The PROTHEUS node 45.89°N, 9.47°E (North Italy) was compared with the
‘Lecco’ ARPA meteo station, while the node 41.56°N, 15.37°E (South Italy) with
the ‘Lucera’ meteo station, both at daily frequency.
The seasonal q-q plots are used as correction algorithm to project each
atmospheric variable (see Fig. 4b & Fig. 5b), while the residues – difference
between simulation node and reference station – are used to analyze the
matching of the temporal dynamics (Fig. 4a & Fig. 5a).
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Similarly the assessment of the RES model error is made through the residues
between the control simulation and AWM used as reference at the RES node scale.
Thiessen Polygon used for the AWM are shown in fig3b & fig3c.
The impact of downscaling is shown in terms of mean bias (Tab. 2) and timevarying correlation (Fig. 4a & 5a), respectively using the mean values and the
standard deviations of residues after applying a running average as low-pass
filter, from daily to 5-yearly.
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For the analysis of temporal dynamics we present assessment (dot black
line), control simulation before and after downscaling, and past and future
scenarios before and after downscaling (gray = before downscaling; black =
after downscaling).
Assessment
Temperature (°C)
Precipitation (mm/day)
Wind speed (m/s)
Period

+4.07
-0.73
-3.97

+2.48
+0.15

Control

Past scenario

future scenario

+6.19
-0.04

+2.99
-0.06

+5.99
-0.24

+2.89
-0.06

+5.84
-0.40

+3.58
+0.48

-1.03
-0.19

+0.01
-0.08

-2.18
-0.93

-0.27
-0.35

-1.73
-0.82

+0.17
+0.09

-3.89
-0.14

-3.07
+0.14

‘91-’99 ‘93-’99 ‘91-’99 ‘93-’99 ‘91-’00

Fig. 5a residues standard deviation Fig.5b Seasonal q-q plot

Wind speed (m/s)

-2.83
+0.02
‘93-’00

‘00-’09

‘00-’03

Table 2. Mean residues before (up) and after (down) downscaling
two case study : High / Low intra node variation

Fig.4 a Residues standard deviation

Fig.4 b Seasonal q-q plot

Temperature
trend °C/year

1970-1999
(control)

1970-2000
(past scenario)

2000-2050
(future scenario)

RES output

+0.040

+0.053

+0.043

+0.047

+0.030

+0.040

downscaled

+0.038

+0.049

+0.042

+0.042

+0.031

+0.038

Table 1. Temperature trends at the case studies nodes.
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